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Introducing Clerkenwell London
A new space dedicated to enriching experiences, curated design and
authentic stories
Clerkenwell London is the new leading destination for the discovery of niche and established
designers, creatives and artisans. Showcasing a considered collection of hand-picked
homewares, fashion, jewellery, stationery, art, music and literature, the 13,000sq ft space
strives to promote the makers and craft behind the very best of timeless and contemporary
creativity as well as provide a home for the very finest food, wine, events and experiences.
Celebrating innovation and craftsmanship across many industries, distilling the creative essence and
historic ethos of the neighbourhood into a single unique space. Clerkenwell London builds upon the
history of Clerkenwell as a creative hub, and the detail-obsessed heritage of the architects,
watchmakers and other designers the area has attracted over the centuries.
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Home to 155 Bar & Kitchen and a warren of design-led conceptual rooms, Clerkenwell London aims to
provide a haven to those wishing to savour good coffee, food and wine, discover and appreciate
beautiful products in a place they can linger and enjoy for hours, while also offering a regular calendar
of inspiring events and life-enhancing experiences. Unlike any other ‘concept store’ or design space
in the UK, Clerkenwell London is, quite simply, a peerless and forward-thinking destination that has to
be experienced to be understood.

“Is it a concept store? Is it a boutique? It’s not a department store and lifestyle store is
too generic. With that said, Clerkenwell London defies categorisation - a refreshing
new injection amid what can often seem an homogenous retail scene.”
Max Fraser, design writer and editor of London Design Guide

Design Store

Vinyl Lounge

Clerkenwell London Online
Clerkenwell-London.com is an online destination hosting a range of lifestyle content from the worlds
of fashion, food, design, art and music. It is a reflection of the real-world store, promoting an edited
product selection from almost 100 designers, telling their stories and revealing the magic behind the
products they create.
With such a wide-ranging array of services available under one roof for the first time, Clerkenwell
London is set to transform the retail and entertainment landscape of London’s most creative quarter.
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Design
Representing a curated range of established, rising and niche designers – united by their passion for
detail and power of storytelling – the store’s product selections include furniture, tableware and
blankets from by Andreas Engesvik; ornamental glassware from Czech studio Dechem; ornate, handpainted backgammon sets from Alexandra Llewellyn; Shaker-style furniture from British woodworkers
Another Country; and geometric tableware from Ewelina Wisniosvka.

Womenswear Fashion
Focusing on designers producing considered, contemporary pieces that transcend age, gender and
season, the rails of Clerkenwell London feature a combination of emerging talents and established
brands, including Stutterheim, Zoe Jordan and Hannibal.
Alongside highest-quality menswear, womenswear, eyewear and accessories, the store is home to an
ever-changing collection of handmade jewellery crafted by the likes of Loxley London, Nasha
Mekraksavanich and Coops London, alongside watches from the likes of AARK Collective. From the
clean-cut and contemporary to the darkly eclectic, each piece is designed to inspire.

Womenswear Fashion

Jewellery

Synesthesia
The on-site perfumery is a multisensory experience, including Clerkenwell London’s premium perfume,
body care, shower and scented candle range, Synesthesia. Inspired by the condition of the same
name, whereby one stimulation of one sense triggers a sensation in another, the range includes 10
expertly blended gender-neutral fragrances.
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Menswear and Personal Tailoring
Evoking the sharp-dressed world of Mad Men, the menswear room hosts contemporary gents’ fashion
and accessories alongside an appointment-only personal tailoring service with in-house tailor David
Newell.
The service offers premium quality, a brand new fabric book, updated cuts and comprehensive madeto-measure suiting that guarantees the perfect fit, cut and finish. David is currently working on his new
ready-to-wear range, and Clerkenwell London is soon to launch its own-brand take on contemporary
gentlemen’s ready-to-wear attire.

Vinyl Lounge
The Vinyl Lounge is dedicated to the appreciation of music in its original format. Here, you’ll find a
collector’s fantasy of rare and classic vinyl – and a relaxing room to hear it in, with a carefully curated
soundtrack put together by Playlister. The Lounge will be at the centre of a series of music-focused
events running from October onwards.

Wine Library
In a dedicated, library-like chamber, artisanal wines from both classic and emerging regions are filed
by colour, origin and vintage. Although the resident sommeliers adore the old-world excellence of
heritage-rich, traditional appellations, they are also always looking for the innovative and the new.
Tasting experiences feature down-to-earth, charismatic speakers, carefully selected wines and British
bistro food from 155 Bar & Kitchen. Both impromptu and booked tastings take guests – whether wineworldly or newly initiated –through the traditional foundations of wine culture, then turn it on its head
with pioneering new ideas.
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155 Bar & Kitchen
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Food
A space for dining, drinking and lingering, 155 Bar & Kitchen is an elegant and contemporary bistro,
showcasing gastronomic expertise from the first coffee of the day to the last cocktail of the night.
Designed in neutral tones and tiles by local studio BarberOsgerby, the interior channels the landscape,
heritage and personality of London into a refined bistro setting. Trained at Jamie Oliver’s Fifteen and
fresh from wowing diners at Bonnie Gull, head chef Gavin Gordon has crafted an adventurous and
balanced menu of inventive, flavour-packed dishes with culinary influences from Britain and beyond,
washed down with expert recommendations from a hand-picked range of wines and craft beers. After
hours, watch expert cocktail making, from well-mastered classics to inventive house creations. There
is also The Coterie – a private dining room for special-occasion meals and functions.

Events and Experiences
Tucked away inside the venue is a large, adaptable event space equipped with a baby grand piano,
ideal for networking and training sessions, meetings and drinks receptions, small-scale conferences
and launches. The space is also already being used to host a busy calendar of educational events and
personal services, including wine and chocolate tastings, whisky and gin journeys, cocktail-making
master-classes and vinyl exploration sessions.

Vinyl Lounge
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NOTES TO EDITORS
ABOUT CLERKENWELL LONDON
Clerkenwell London is a unique design space, restaurant, café-bar and all-round events and
experiences venue. It began life as gallery store The Clerkenwell Collection, but has undergone a
complete refurbishment and expansion, emerging as a one-of-kind location to discover talent from
designer-makers and visionary brands across a spectrum of creative fields.

FOUNDERS
Clerkenwell London has been created by serial entrepreneur David J Brown, the co-founder and CEO
of what is now Europe’s third-largest tech company, Ve Interactive. He has over a decade of
experience spearheading digital businesses, but as a classical pianist and fine-wine enthusiast, David
also has a passion for tactile, physical experiences of the highest quality.
Day to day, the company is managed by CEO Sandra Truesdale, a performance-marketing specialist
with a longstanding background in IT and Finance.

ADDRESS
155 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3AD
Clerkenwell London ‘store’ opening hours:
Mon – Wed

10:00 – 18:30

Thurs – Fri

10:00 – 20:00

Sat

11:00 – 17:00

155 Bar & Kitchen opening hours:
Mon – Fri

07:30 – 23:00

Sat

10:00 – 23:00

>> All official Clerkenwell London imagery to be credited to Ed Reeve <<

www.clerkenwell-london.com
@ClerkenwellLDN
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FEATURED BRANDS
Men’s Fashion
Brosbi • Hannibal • Natural Selection • On Tour • Soulland
Still Good • Stutterheim

Women’s Fashion
Blake LDN • Marina London • Matthew Hubble • Modern Love
Rabens Saloner • Terra NY • Zoe Jordan

Accessories + Jewellery
Alice Made This • Anna + Nina • Asherali Knopfer • Coops London • Eleanor Bolton • Kattri • Loxley
London • Maya Magal • Mirabelle • Monocrafft • Nasha Mekraksavanich • Rachel Boston • Tessa Metcalfe

Design
Ajoto • Alexandra Llewellyn • Andreas Engesvik • Another Country • Cinqpoints • Dechem • Ewelina
Wisniosvka • Grace & Thorn • Maria de Haan • Otago •
Silken Favours • Simon Key Bertman • Workstead

155 Bar & Kitchen

